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100 years of Fuller-Kinyon Pump
®

A true mainstay of heavy manufacturing, the Fuller-Kinyon® (F-K) Pump has reached
a 100-year milestone, passing the test of time amidst a century of unprecedented
transformation. And its future today looks just as bright as its history.
n by FLSmidth Inc, USA

W

ith the first prototype built in 1918,
the Fuller-Kinyon® (F-K) Pump
became the standard conveyor of the
cement industry in the 1920s, establishing
a solid foundation for its value to the
industry. It profoundly changed the layout
of cement plants constructed from about
1930 through to the 1980s.
Today, the F-K Pump continues to be
a major system conveyor in the cement
industry, handling Portland cement,
dry cement raw material or raw meal,
precipitator dust, pulverised coal and
clinker dust. It is also occasionally used to
convey alternative fuels for burning in a
rotary kiln. FLSmidth currently sells about
90 new F-K Pumps every year to cement
and mineral production plants worldwide.

Built for better safety

With the first prototype built in 1918, the
special pneumatic conveying system was
adopted a year later by Alonzo G Kinyon
of the Fuller-Lehigh Co. To address safety
issues, Alonzo Kinyon developed practical
methods of burning pulverised coal in
boilers and furnaces. In several states
legislation threatened the prevailing
application of burning pulverised coal,

Alonzo G Kinyon, inventor of the FullerKinyon® Pump
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because of the extreme
hazards associated with
mechanical conveyors. The
F-K Pump was especially
invented to eliminate the
fire and explosion hazard in
pulverised fuel conveying.
Before the F-K Pump
came to market, mechanical
feeding pressure tank
systems were used to
convey pulverised coal. A
mechanical feeder or screw
conveyor delivered the
pulverised coal to pressure
tanks to feed a conveying
pipeline. Pressure tanks
were notoriously unstable
and required high-pressure
air to push the material
through a pipeline. The use
of double-tank systems
reduced the unstable
delivery issues but made
no substantial change to
the dust hazard. Moreover,
there were several
The original 1925 patent for the Fuller-Kinyon® Pump
mechanical disadvantages,
including the space
requirement as well as operating
are mixed with air in the pump discharge
difficulties such as close supervision, and
housing, assuming a flowing, liquid-like
excessive wear on pipe bends. To overcome condition. In this fluidised condition,
these challenges, Fuller-Lehigh Co invested pulverised materials can move through
considerable time and money attempting
a pipeline as a relatively dense column,
to develop practical pressure tanks for
and at low velocity by the kinetic energy
pulverised coal. A few small systems were
of expanding compressed air and the
installed, with a large system installed at
displacement of the material into the
Cahokia Station, the principal public utility pipeline by the pump itself.
serving St Louis, Missouri. These systems
The original commercially-successful
suffered considerable wear in pipe bends
F-K Pump is of Kinyon’s patent 1,553,539,
and presented a serious dust hazard. In
granted on 15 September 1925, almost six
the mid-1920s, Cahokia Station decided to
years after its patent application had been
replace this system with an F-K Pump.
filed. It shows a conical screw and pump
barrel as a second method of forming
the positive seal or choke by increasing
Technology to stand the test
the pressure on the material conveyed.
of time
The obvious practical disadvantage of
The F-K Pump acts like a line charger.
this design was that too many designs
Dry pulverised, free-flowing materials
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would be
needed to satisfy
different field
requirements.
The second
version of the
pump comprised
a single screw
with flights
of decreasing
pitch toward
the discharge
end to form
the continuous
positive seal
or choke, with
James W Fuller, founder of the Fuller Co
air supplied
through an
‘air-ring’ beyond the terminal flight of the screw. This screw was
cantilevered to operate under pressure as in the much later
Type ‘F’ and Type ‘H’ pump models. The original Kinyon patent
disclosure included three ways to form a continuous seal, whether
used alone or in combination. Testimony to the foresight of the
design, this method of forming a continuous seal has remained
since the patent was granted.

Explosion hazards

The hazards of explosion in conveying pulverised coal were well
known at the time. Calculations published in 1928 indicated that
the maximum air requirement on existing pulverised coal systems
was 0.0014 per cent of the air necessary to support combustion.
Following the conversion of the F-K Pump system to low-pressure
operation with air supplied by multi-vane rotary compressors
(presently called Ful-Vane™ compressors) or positive displacement
lobe type blowers, the air volume with relation to the coal handled
was increased but never exceeded one per cent of the air necessary
to support combustion.
Early on, after it was discovered that pulverised bituminous
coal could easily spontaneously combust when stored in bins for
two weeks or more, suitable procedures were introduced. Many
plants, including public utilities, such as the Columbia Power Plant
near Cincinnati, Ohio, introduced F-K Pumps to extract pulverised
bituminous coal to empty bins before the coal would combust. The
combustion was prevented both by a lack of air and radiation loss.

Early growth and recognition

The success of the pump system meant that other industries began
to see opportunities. One notable example was the AE Staley
Co of Decatur (IL), which tragically lost 32 men in a starch dust
explosion. Mr Chamberlain of the AE Staley Co introduced the F-K
Pump to prevent similar accidents, experimenting with conveying
several types of starch. The success of these experiments resulted
in many sales of F-K Pump systems to the company. Mr Kinyon was
honoured by several technical societies, including the Portland
Cement Association, which described the F-K pump system as the
greatest contribution to cement manufacturing since the invention
of the rotary kiln. The Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania
was another organisation to recognise its impact in 1926,
awarding the Edward Longstreth Medal to Mr Kinyon for his new
and important improvements in the art of conveying pulverised
materials.
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Fuller-Kinyon® Type ‘L’ pump, 1947

Fuller-Kinyon® pump at Valley Forge
Cement, Pennsylvania, USA – circa 1929

Fuller Co is launched

In 1926 Fuller-Lehigh Co was sold to
Babcock Wilcox Co, whose engineers
had erroneously concluded that the F-K
pump could not be used for conveying
dense or more abrasive materials,
particularly Portland cement. Colonel
James W Fuller accordingly retained the
title to the F-K patents and products, but
had to relinquish the right to use them
for pulverised fuel. With no fewer than
18 cement plants located in the Lehigh
Valley (PA) within a radius of 121km
from his hometown of Catasauqua (PA),
James Fuller knew the cement industry
was an important market base. He was
well aware his patents were relevant to
cement manufacturing processes, such
as raw meal, clinker and coal grinding.
Therefore, in 1926 he formed Fuller Co
(to be acquired by FLSmidth in 1990). He

Fuller-Kinyon® Type ‘F’ pump, 1931

Ful-CoatTM Silver CarbideTM pump screw
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took his patented products to the cement
industry with the acquisition of the F-K
Pump as the central product. From this
solid base, he developed the company
into an engineering organisation engaged
in the design of many individual plants,
including machinery supply, equipment
and supervision of manufacture and
construction. During the late 1920s, Type
‘A’ through ‘E’ F-K Pumps were sold by
Fuller Co. This design had a discharge end
bearing but did not use a flapper valve
(discharge check valve). It required a oneway hand operated SK™ valve to isolate
the conveying pipe for cleanout purposes.

Keeping pace with change

Since the launch of the first model, several
improvements have been made to the
F-K pump, allowing it to keep pace with
the rapidly-changing requirements of the
various industries in
which it was used.
Key developments
include:
• 1931: Type ‘F’
Fuller-Kinyon
Pump
This pump was
the first to use the
overhung screw.
Designed with two
bearings at the drive
end of the pump,
this pump used an
air ring at the screw
discharge without a
flapper valve.
• 1935: Type ‘H’
Fuller-Kinyon Pump
The current
standard developed
with the flapper
valve, air nozzles

Fuller-Kinyon® ‘H’ pump with two-piece
screw and Z-Flap conversion, 1999

and present wind box area design.
• 1939: Type ‘H2’ Fuller-Kinyon Pump
The ‘H2’ design increased the barrel
length in the pump, which allowed the
pump to operate against greater line
pressures.
• 1947: Type ‘L’ Fuller-Kinyon Pump
Developed with a shortened flapper
valve body and a single air nozzle, this
design was short lived, lasting only
about three years. In 1950 the company
returned to the Type ‘H’ design with
a longer discharge housing and the
standard (13) air nozzles.
• 1961: Kompact Fuller-Kinyon Pump
This design was a light-duty version
of the Type ‘H’ Pump to be used for
ready-mix plants to unload rail cars and
transfer between truck load-out silos.
• 1976: Type ‘M’ Fuller-Kinyon Pump
The current Type ‘M’ design standard
of the Fuller-Kinyon Pump is a total
redesign from earlier models. It became
completely metric with the elimination
of the overhung screw design, using a
bearing at the feed and discharge end
of the screw.
• 1985: Z-Flap conversion kit
This conversion kit was produced as
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a means to provide a discharge end
bearing for the Type ‘H’ pump design,
eliminating the overhung screw design.
• 1989: pressurised bearing
Pressurisation was adopted to the
bearing housings of the Type ‘M’ pump
and the discharge bearing housing
of the ‘Z’ Flap Pump as a means to
prevent material from migrating
into the bearing area and causing
premature bearing failure. This
significantly reduced bearing failures,
lowering maintenance costs and pump
downtime.
• 1999: split pump screw design
Another key ingredient to reducing
pump maintenance was the adoption
of a split screw design. The two-piece
design for the Type ‘H’ Pump and the
three-piece design for the Type ‘M’
Pump were significant improvements.
The design allows the customer to
replace only a portion of the pump
screw faster and at a lower material
cost. For the Type ‘H’ Pump, the split
screw design allowed the reduction of
spring tension of the graphite seal in the
air-cooled seal assembly. This reduction
of tension has extended the life of the
graphite seal, again reducing operating
costs for the customer.
• 2001: Kompact™ II Fuller-Kinyon
Pump
The development of the Kompact
II pump was to provide a higher
capacity version of the 61V Kompact
pump having a fabricated design for
intermittent duty operation. Two
sizes of the pump maintain the same
dimensional footprint with only the
barrel size being different. Two screw
designs give this pump a range of
capacity up to 136tph (150stph) for
finish cement.

The pump continues its evolution

Other improvements have been introduced
to the F-K Pump to reduce maintenance
requirements and improve the operating
life. These include pressurised bearings
for the Type ‘M’ Pump, and the split screw
design for both the Type ‘H’ and Type ‘M’
pumps. The latest improvement is the
Pneu-Flap™ torque controller.
The Pneu-Flap pneumatic flapper
torque controller is designed to provide
a constant torque through the full range
of motion of the pump discharge flapper
valve, maintaining a good material seal
between the pressurised conveying line
and the pump screw at all times. Designed

to be easily adjustable for the specific
operating conditions, the Pneu-Flap
torque controller minimises component
wear and improves pump performance by
optimising the flapper valve torque.
The Ful-Coat™ series Silver Carbide™
Pump Screw is designed to extend the
screw life of the F-K Pump. A tungsten
carbide coating is applied for additional
wear resistance. FLSmidth’s pump screw
has 150 per cent more hardened flights, 33
per cent thicker side hard-facing and 100
per cent thicker face hard-facing than nonFLSmidth pump screws. FLSmidth’s pump
screw has a hardened cast iron liner, and is
engineering and factory-certified. Tighter
tolerances give barrel liners, bearings and
seals longer life.
The F-K Pump Auto-Lube lubrication
system is the latest design improvement.
The Auto-Lube system is designed to
deliver the precise amount of lubrication
required for each F-K Pump while
monitoring the bearing temperatures.
The bearings, seals and blow-out lever
shaft are lubricated on an adjusted hourly
interval.
Due to its two-litre capacity of grease,
the F-K Auto-Lube system can deliver up
to four months of continuous lubrication
between refills, while continually
monitoring bearing temperatures to
prevent and reduce failures from improper
lubrication. The F-K Pump Auto-Lube
system can be started either locally, from
its panel, or remotely, using hardwired
signals.

Another 100 years of
improvement

Where does this conveying technology
go from here? With manufacturers
continuing to push for higher operating
efficiencies, while using less power and
at a competitive cost, more research and
development projects are continuously
underway to advance the F-K Pump
technology.

Lower power consumption

The cost of power for operating this
type of technology is a primary concern
throughout the industry. Reduction of
operating power means lower operating
costs and higher profitability. Research is
underway investigating design changes
that will reduce power consumption
without compromising reliability.

Higher operating pressure

There has always been a pressure
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F-K Auto-Lube Pump Lubrication System –
the latest design improvement

limitation when designing a pneumatic
transfer system using a screw pump. The
Type ‘M’ F-K Pump design allows higher
operating pressures than some other
screw pumps due to the flapper valve
(discharge check valve) design and the
introduction of the Pneu-Flap control on
the pump discharge. Investigations of
new designs will permit higher operating
pressures. This benefits the industry by
allowing systems to be designed with
smaller diameter pipelines, which require
lower air volumes to transport material.
Finally, this reduces the amount and cost
of air supply and could lead to reduced
power consumption, while also reducing
dust emissions.

Predictive instrumentation

How great would it be if operators could
be told intelligently when the equipment
requires maintenance? Future sensors on
wear parts, such as screw flights and barrel
bushings, could alert the operator when
clearances have worn to a point where
efficiency will drop. Replacement can then
be scheduled at a convenient time.
These and other innovations to the
Fuller-Kinyon Pump are likely to be seen
in the future. It may celebrate its 100-year
birthday now, but the next 100 years will be
an equally exciting time for the evolution
of this remarkable piece of equipment,
as it continues to provide reliable and
efficient operation to multiple industries
around the world. n
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